Visitors Inn

IUCr Commission on Magnetic Structures
2014 Workshop
International Union of Crystallography

1-800-387-4620 or 905-529-6979 if local or visit their website. The Visitors Inn is within walking distance (25 minute walk) approximately 2kms from McMaster University, although you may prefer transportation to and from the conference. Internet access is available with rooms.
Rates for Visitors Inn are $110.00 (including hst/taxes) per night - internet access included, parking extra.

http://www.visitorsinn.ca

Admiral Inn

1-866-236-4662 or 905-529-2311 if local or visit their website. The Admiral Inn is located approximately 4 kms from McMaster University and transportation might be required to and from the conference.
Rates for the Admiral Inn are $115.00 (including hst/taxes) per night - internet access included, parking included.

http://www.admiralinn.com

Crowne Plaza Hotel

1-800-227-6963 or 905-528-3451 if local or reserve or visit their website. The Crowne Plaza Hotel is located in the downtown core, approximately 6 kms from McMaster University and transportation will be required to and from the conference. Public transportation (by bus) is available to and from the downtown core and McMaster University. Taxi fares between the downtown core and McMaster University are ~ $15.
Rates for the Crowne Plaza Hotel are $150.00 (including hst/taxes) per night - internet access included, parking extra.


Sheraton Hamilton

1-800-514-7101 or 905-529-5515 if local or reserve or visit their website. The Sheraton Hamilton is located in the downtown core, approximately 6 kms from McMaster University and transportation will be required to and from the conference. Public transportation (by bus) is available to and from the downtown core and McMaster University. Taxi fares between the downtown core and McMaster University are ~ $15.
Rates for The Sheraton Hamilton are $155.00 (including hst/taxes) per night - internet access included, parking extra.

http://www.sheratonhamilton.com/